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ABSTRACT
This paper pursues the recently emerging paradigm of searching for
entities that are embedded in Web pages. We utilize informationextraction techniques to identify entity candidates in documents,
map them onto entries in a richly structured ontology, and derive a
generalized data graph that encompasses Web pages, entities, and
ontological concepts and relationships. We exploit this combination of pages and entities for a novel kind of search-result ranking,
coined EntityAuthority, in order to improve the quality of keyword
queries that return either pages or entities. To this end, we utilize
the mutual reinforcement between authoritative pages and important entities. This resembles the HITS method for Web-graph link
analysis and recently proposed ObjectRank methods, but our approach operates on a much richer, typed graph structure with different kinds of nodes and also differs in the underlying mathematical definitions. Preliminary experiments with topic-specific slices
of Wikipedia demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on certain classes of queries.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present EntityAuthority: a framework for semantically enriched authority propagation on graphs that combine
Web pages, entities, and ontological concepts, in order to improve
the ranking of keyword query results. Current link analysis methods, such as PageRank and HITS, use the page-level Web graph
for authority propagation [6, 29]. This approach is insufficient
and, in our opinion, fundamentally inappropriate for the emerging
style of “semantic” Web search which aims to provide users with
entities (e.g., products or scholars) and semantic attributes rather
than pages[2, 7, 8, 11, 13, 18, 25, 30, 31]. Recently, techniques
have been proposed for analyzing link structures and computing
rankings of objects in relational databases or in entity-relationship
graphs [2, 3, 9, 11], but these methods do not consider Web data or
do no longer connect the object ranking back to the Web pages
where the objects appear. In contrast, we jointly consider both
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the page-level and entity-level linkage structures and their mutualreinforcement cross-relationships, and utilize it for ranking the results of keyword queries against Web data. We focus on keyword
search as this is still by far the most convenient way of information
retrieval for most users. But we consider two kinds of result granularities: queries can return either pages or entities, based on the
user’s context and preference.
We utilize information-extraction techniques [1, 14, 16, 19] to
identify semantic entities embedded in the text of Web pages, and
to transform the page-level graph into a generalized data graph,
with typed nodes that represent pages or entities, and with typed
and weighted edges. We keep the entity part of this graph as noisefree as possible by mapping entities to nodes in a richly structured
high-quality ontology with entities, concepts, and semantic relationships. More specifically, we use the popular GATE/ANNIE
toolkit (http://gate.ac.uk/) for named-entity recognition
and various heuristics for entity disambiguation. For the ontology
part of our generalized data graph we employ the YAGO knowledge base which combines information from the Wikipedia category system and the WordNet thesaurus into a rigorously structured
ontology with very high accuracy [34].
We assume and aim to exploit that there is mutual reinforcement
between the authorities of pages and entities: pages become more
valuable if they contain highly authoritative entities, and entities
become more important if they are mentioned by highly authoritative pages. This resembles the HITS method [27] for Web-graph
link analysis and the ObjectRank method [3], but our approach operates on a generalized data graph that gives us a much richer substrate for ranking.
Consider for example the query “NBA team”. When issued against
a leading search engine on March 31st, 2007, this query returned
links to the official homepage of the National Basketball Association, to the NBA-related area of ESPN.com, and to several team
directories. The results were highly relevant but not specific to the
user’s information need: it was not apparent from the top-10 which
teams play in the NBA, and there were no links to any of the teams’
homepages. We observe that super-authorities dominated the query
result, and team homepages did not start appearing until rank 38.
(Results were very similar for the re-phrased query “National Basketball Association team”.) We consider this and similar queries
in our experimental evaluation and demonstrate how our EntityAuthority ranking methods can benefit such situations.
The results of such queries can be either entities or pages. The
former makes sense for a skilled user who has the proper context
to interpret a concise list with entries such as “Miami Heat”, “Dallas Mavericks”, “Chicago Bulls”, etc. The latter makes sense for a
non-expert user who wants to see an entire textual page, with relevant entities highlighted and contextual information at one glance.

Figure 1: Running example: GeneralizedDataGraph (GDG)
EntityAuthority ranking is beneficial for this kind of Web-page
ranking, too, by exploiting the semantic connections and mutual
authority propagation among pages, entities, and concepts.
The EntityAuthority framework is fully implemented in an experimental prototype system. This paper makes the following novel
contributions:
• We define the GeneralizedDataGraph that combines Web
pages and entities and connects them to ontological concepts,
as a rich substrate for query-result ranking.
• We define several new models and algorithms for authority
propagation and derived rank measures, for both entity and
page granularities.
• We present a prototype implementation, showing how to integrate information extraction with a rich ontology as the basis for semantically enriched query processing and ranking.
• We experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on certain classes of queries against thematically focused samples of Wikipedia pages.

2.

DATA MODEL

In this work, we operate on a directed graph data model that integrates standard Web pages and their link structure with entities extracted from these pages and semantic relationships between them.
Figure 1 illustrates the key components in our data model using a
toy example based on Web pages related to database research. As
shown in the example, our model consists of three parts: EnrichedWebGraph (EWG) that is derived using the underlying Web data
collection, OntoGraph – a richly structured ontological resource
such as YAGO, and OntoMap – a semantic layer that connects
EWG and OntoMap. We refer to an instance of the model consisting of EWG, OntoMap and the underlying ontological input as
GeneralizedDataGraph (GDG) in the rest of this paper.
Formally, EWG is a directed, labeled, and weighted graph GD =
(VD , ED , Lv ) where VD is a set of nodes, ED ⊆ VD × VD is a set
of edges between nodes, and Lv is a set of node annotations. Each
node v ∈ VD is assigned a label lv ∈ Lv . These labels can simply be Page, InfoUnit, or richer concept names such as Person,
Organization, etc., that can be obtained through a sophisticated

information extraction software. Each edge e = (v1 , v2 ) also carries a weight whose value depends on the type of nodes v1 and v2 .
EWG is the outcome of enriching the standard page-level content and link structure with entities that can be extracted from each
page individually. Thus each node in the EWG corresponds to either a Web page or an information unit (InfoUnit for short). An InfoUnit is a (short) textual snippet that is annotated as an instance of
an entity by an information extraction tool such as GATE/ANNIE.
This should be contrasted with the notion of an ontological entity/concept, which is the outcome of corpus-wide reconciliation
of InfoUnits. To make this distinction clear, consider two pages P1
and P2 that mention “UW” and “University of Washington” respectively. During the initial stage of information extraction, these text
snippets are identified as (potential) entities and are thus marked as
InfoUnits. Note that no effort at this stage is made to determine
whether these two snippets refer to the same entity or not.
We model the underlying ontological resource as a directed, weighted
graph GO = (VO , EO , Le ) on a set of nodes VO which correspond
to entities/concepts and EO is a multi-set of edges between these
entities. (Note that we make no distinction between instances and
concepts in this work.) Each edge in EO is annotated with a label
from the set of labels, Le that indicates the relationship between
entities connected by the edge. For example bornIn, locatedIn,
instanceOf etc. are some of the labels available in YAGO – the
precompiled ontology that we use. Each of these edges is assigned
a weight representing the ontology’s confidence in the relationship.
The next component in our model, OntoMap, forms the layer
connecting the InfoUnits extracted from the corpus with entity/concept
nodes in the ontology. OntoMap models a collection-wide entity
reconciliation process that maps InfoUnits onto entities/concepts
of the OntoGraph (illustrated in Figure 1 using solid edges from
InfoUnits to OntoGraph layer). In order to support inherent ambiguities in the entity reconciliation process, our model allows for
mapping of a single InfoUnit to more than one concept/entity. For
example, consider the InfoUnit “UW” which is mapped to both
“University of Wisconsin” or “University of Washington”.

3. ENTITY AUTHORITY

This section presents different models for computing page and
entity authority values. We consider two major alternatives for the
graph structure on which we compute such measures, and we discuss several models for performing these computations. The authority values of pages, entities, and concepts can be used for either
statically ranking these units by query-independent importance or
for ranking query results that are determined by an initial contentonly retrieval procedure.
Structure of Generalized Data Graph.
The GeneralizedDataGraph (GDG) that we obtain from extracting entities from pages, mapping them to the ontology, and connecting entities and concepts by semantic relations provides us with
a rich cross-reference structure that reflects the authority of both
pages and entities. This graph consists of the following kinds of
typed and weighted, directed edges, where all weights are normalized so that the weights of a node’s outgoing edges sum up to one:
• hyperlinks between pages normalized by the source page’s
outdegree (as in standard PageRank),
• edges from a page to each entity or concept that has been
extracted from the page, weighted by the confidence in the
extraction and mapping to the corresponding ontology node,
• edges from entities to the concepts to which they belong,
weighted with the ontology’s confidence in the relationship
and typed as an isa edge,

• edges from an entity to each of the pages where it appears
(i.e., backward pointers of the information extraction and
mapping process), weighted by the extraction and mapping
confidence.
We do not currently include edges among entities and concepts,
typed by their semantic relationship (e.g., bornIn, locatedIn, childOf,
etc.). Including such edges is ongoing work. Note that the weights
of the pointers from entities to pages are not necessarily the same
as those from pages to entities because of the normalization step (a
page may contain only a few entities, but these entities may appear
in many pages). One immediate candidate for computing some notion of importance on the GDG would be to apply PageRank, or
strictly speaking a weighted-edges variant of PageRank [5, 6] as if
all nodes of the graph were pages. But we will see below that we
can apply mathematically related but semantically more meaningful computations on such a richer graph.
Query Result Graph.
Alternatively, we can consider at query-time, a query-specific
graph structure for computing, now query-dependent, authority measures. Suppose we first evaluate a keyword query against both
pages and ontology nodes and compile a list of qualifying items.
We consider an item as qualifying if it contains the query words or
has a compact neighborhood in GDG that contains them (more details in Section 4.2). The resulting items - pages, entities, and concepts - can already carry initial relevance scores that reflect the frequencies or other kinds of prominence of keywords in the contents
of the items or their neighborhoods. We now construct a QueryResultGraph (QRG for short) from these results, and the relevance
scores can be considered in the edge weights of this graph.
The QRG consists of all initial results whose relevance score is
above some predefined threshold (which may be set to 0, thus capturing all qualifying items). For each of these items we determine
all their predecessors and all their successors in the GDG (these
are nodes that point/are pointed to by the initial results), and add
these nodes to the QRG. Finally, we look up all successors of predecessors and all predecessors of successors and add them, too.
This set of GDG nodes constitutes the node set of the QRG, and
the edge set of the QRG is simply the set of all GDG edges that
connect two nodes that are both in the QRG. This query-dependent
graph construction is similar to the procedure proposed in the original HITS method [27]. Edge weights can optionally be re-scaled
by multiplying the weight of an edge x → y with the relevance
score of the target node y, and some minimum value µ if y was
not among the initial query results. This is similar to a biased
random-walk model in which a hypothesized Web surfer prefers
target nodes whose contents has high relevance scores. Regardless
of whether this re-scaling is applied or not, edge weights need to be
re-normalized because not all outgoing edges of a GDG node need
to be present in the QRG.
Authority Measures.
The following authority measures can be computed on either one
of the two above graphs. They utilize different extents of information captured by the graph constructions. The first measure uses
only the page nodes of the graphs and then propagates page authority to entities and concepts; it is thus called Page-Inherited Authority (PIA). The second measure, which is much more elaborate and
one of this paper’s main contributions, uses the full graph and is
coined Entity-deriVed Authority (EVA).
For PIA we consider only the pages in the GDG or the QRG
and their incident page-to-page edges. We compute either (edgeweighted) PageRank or the page authority of the HITS method
for each page. Let AP (p) denote the authority of page p, and let

P(x) denote the set of pages that point to ontology node x in the
GDG (i.e., the pages from which x has been extracted). Further,
let w(x → y) denote the weight of the edge from x to y. Then we
define the authority of x as:
X
AP (p) × w(p → x)
AP (x) =
p∈P(x)

So in the PIA model, an entity or concept is important if it appears in important pages, and page importance is predetermined by
a page-links-only authority model. But we could also argue that
a page is only important if it mentions important entities or concepts. This consideration leads to a mutual-reinforcement model
between pages and entities. For example, a Web page such as
www.cs.stanford.edu is important because it mentions high
authorities like Jennifer Widom or Hector Garcia-Molina, and these
are in turn high authorities because they are referenced by many important Web pages such as Citeseer-top-authors,
DBLP-top-authors, www.sigmod.acm.org etc. This situation is captured by the following mutually recursive equations
that define AP – the page-level authority score, and AO – the
entity/concept-level authority score:
X
X
AP (p) =
AO (x)×w(x → p)+
AP (q)×w(q → p)
x∈O(p)

AO (x) =

X

q∈P(p)

AP (p)×w(p → x)+

p∈P(x)

X

AO (y)×w(y → x)

y∈O(x)

where p and q are pages, x and y are entities or concepts, P(z)
denotes the set of pages to which a page, entity, or concept points,
and O(z) denotes the set of ontology nodes to which a page, entity,
or concept points.
This model is mathematically related to the HITS model that has
mutual reinforcement between hubs and authorities, but the semantic interpretation of EVA is very different from HITS and the richer
and heterogeneous graph structure that we use in EVA also makes
the computation itself more demanding.
The authorities of pages and ontology nodes, AP and AO can be
iteratively computed by the Orthogonal Iteration method [26]. In
linear-algebra notation, the two equations for AP and AO can be
rewritten as follows. Let P~ be a vector of the pages’ AP values and
~ be a vector of the ontology nodes’ AO values. Suppose there are
X
m pages and n ontology nodes in the underlying graph. Now let
P P be an m × m matrix, P X an m × n matrix, XP an n × m
matrix, and XX and n × n matrix with the following entries:
P Pij

= w(i → j)

P Xij
XPij
XXij

=0
= w(i → j)
= w(i → j)
= w(i → j)
=0

for pages i, j with i 6= j
for i = j
for page i and ontology node j
for ontology node i and page j
for ontology nodes i, j with i 6= j
for i = j

Then the equations for AP and AO given above can be phrased in
vector form as:
~ = XP × X
~ + PP × P
~
P

(1)

~ = PX × P
~ + XX × X
~
X

(2)

The computation is initialized by choosing arbitrary start vectors
for P and X that are not linearly dependent of the eigenvectors of
the matrices in Equations 1 and 2. It is not difficult to satisfy this
start condition; for example, it is satisfied by choosing uniform start

values in all but degenerate situations. Then we evaluate each of the
two equations by substituting the current values of the two vectors
in their right-hand sides; the new values for the left-hand sides then
become the values for the right-hand sides of the next iteration.
These steps are iterated until the changes of the two vectors, as
reflected either by the vectors’ L1 norms or the relative ranking
of their top-100 elements, drop below some threshold and become
negligible. After each iteration step, the two vectors are re-scaled
(i.e., multiplied by a normalization factor) so that their L1 norms
become equal to one. The latter step ensures the convergence and
unique result of the Orthogonal Iteration method.
The PIA model computes a global authority score of an entity
based on global authority of the page(s) from which the entity was
extracted. In contrast, EVA models mutual reinforcement between
pages and entities on the QRG. The final family of ranking methods, Un-Typed Authority (UTA), serve as the middle-ground between the two methods. Like EVA, UTA is invoked at query time
and operates on the QRG. But, unlike EVA, UTA simply runs an
edge-weighted version of a standard ranking algorithm (e.g. PageRank or HITS) on this graph, ignoring node types.

4.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype implementation was built and evaluated on a part
of the English-language Wikipedia – the free on-line encyclopedia that in its entirety contains over 1.6 million articles (we use a
January 2006 snapshot of Wikipedia).

4.1 Building the Generalized Data Graph

We use several existing tools to build the GeneralizedDataGraph,
and while information annotation and extraction is not a major
contribution of this work, we gained some insight into performing these tasks on a fairly large scale. We used the GATE/ANNIE
toolkit to identify entities of types Location, Person and Organization in the corpus, and were able to extract over 1.2 million annotations as InfoUnits. Entity annotation was time-consuming, forcing
us to limit our experimental evaluation to a relatively small corpus
at this stage. However, while extraction may be a bottleneck in an
academic setting, this process is highly parallelizeable, and can be
done on a large scale if enough hardware is available.
As the next step we group together InfoUnits that refer to the
same real-life entity. For example, we would unify two occurrences
of the same string (e.g. “Michael Jordan”) into a single entity. We
also attempt to identify InfoUnits that do not match literally, but are
nonetheless likely to refer to the same real-life entity, e.g. “Michael
Jordan” and “Mike Jordan”. We rely on a combination of heuristics
to identify groups of InfoUnits with high degree of string similarity. We consider strings that are at least 4 characters in length, and
that match according to the SecondString[15] JaroWinkler-TFIDF
metric, with a similarity of at least 0.95 out of 1.0. Additionally, we
use the highly-accurate means relationship in YAGO [34] to identify pairs of synonymous strings. Using these simple and efficient
heuristics we map 1.2 million InfoUnits to 240 thousand entities.
Finally, we use the same string-based heuristics to map discovered entities to nodes in YAGO. If an entity maps to one or several
nodes in the ontology, we add the appropriate mapping edges to the
GDG (these are the solid arrows from InfoUnits to ontology nodes
in Figure 1). If no node in the OntoGraph was identified as a target
for mapping, we add discovered entities to the OntoGraph, placing
them directly under Person, Organization or Location.
During the initial stages of this project, we considered more sophisticated (and less restrictive) ways of grouping together similar InfoUnits and of mapping such groups to ontology nodes. We
eventually found that these techniques introduced a considerable

amount of noise, causing topic drift. We conclude that more sophisticated context-aware tools are required to reliably match strings
that do not pass the 0.95 similarity threshold. Using such tools
(once they become available and are efficient enough to operate on
a large scale) would benefit our method.

4.2 Query Processing

Our system processes keyword queries, and returns both pages
and entities as query results. In this work we focus primarily on
entity extraction and ranking, not on query processing, and we use
a simple query processing method in our prototype implementation.
We store the GeneralizedDataGraph in an Oracle 10g RDBMS,
and use Oracle Text to identify relevant pages and entities at query
time. Matches are identified using a tf-idf-based algorithm that incorporates stemming and word proximity information. Relevant
entries receive a non-zero relevance score from Oracle; we normalize this score to the (0, 1] range.
A page is considered relevant to a query if its body contains all
words present in the query. The final score of a page is the product
of its authority and relevance scores.
We identify entities that are relevant to a query using the OntoGraph built from YAGO [34]. An entity is considered relevant to
a query if: (a) the entity matches the query by name; (b) the entity has strong string similarity with a YAGO node that matches the
query; (c) thematic neighborhood of the entity matches the query.
Thematic neighborhoods are formed by combining all parents of
an entity or concept, i.e. by following is-a and instance-of ontology edges. We make no distinction between entities and concepts
during query processing.
Consider for example the Serbian basketball player Vlade Divac. YAGO assigns Vlade to several categories, including Serbian
basketball players, LA Lakers players, and Olympic competitors
for Yugoslavia. Vlade’s thematic neighborhood includes all these
category names. For this reason the entity Vlade Divac will be returned as a match for queries like "Serbian LA Lakers players" and
"Olympic basketball competitors". Relevant entities are ranked according to their authority scores; the relevance score of the query
with respect to the thematic neighborhood is discarded.
The identified relevant pages and entities are added to the QueryResultGraph. The graph is then expanded by including predecessors
and successors. The entire QRG is used for ranking, but only the
relevant pages and entities are returned as the query result.

5. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the performance of our system on a subset of the
English-language Wikipedia; we focus on two thematic slices: Serbia and basketball. Pages were included into the respective slice
based on whether they contain the words “Serbia” and “basketball”.
The slices are comparable in size, and together include about 7800
Wikipedia articles.
We selected 20 keyword queries, 10 queries per slice, for our
preliminary experiments. Queries ranged between 1 and 6 words
in length. Some examples of queries are lake, politician, physics,
living writer prize winner on the Serbia slice, and NBA venue, college basketball, African American basketball player Olympic competitor on the basketball slice. Queries were selected so as to have
non-trivial recall in the ontology with respect to the slice: query
terms had to match thematic neighborhoods of at least a few ontology nodes relevant to the slice. We allowed for significant variation
in ontology recall: for some queries, hundreds of ontology nodes
matched, while for others there were only a handful of matches. In

Method
PIA
UTA-PR
UTA-HITS
EVA

DCG
12.73
12.67
11.17
11.95

NDCG
0.91
0.91
0.78
0.86

Recall
0.88
0.88
0.82
0.90

Precision
0.97
0.96
0.91
0.99

Figure 2: Ranking on Entities
the most extreme case, only one ontology node matched the query.
We compare four ranking methods in our experiments: one queryindependent and three that re-rank results at query time. These are
query-independent PageRank (PR) for pages, and the corresponding Page-Inherited Authority (PIA) for entities. Query-time reranking methods include Un-Typed Authority with PageRank (UTAPR) and with HITS (UTA-HITS), and Entity-Derived Authority
(EVA). We consider top-20 pages and top-20 entities returned by
each ranking method in our evaluation.
For a given query, top-ranking results were collected and pooled.
The quality of each result was then evaluated by two of the coauthors of this paper. Evaluators had no knowledge either of the
method that retrieved the result, or of the result’s rank. We used
a simple goodness metric, a value between 0 and 2, in our evaluation, and averaged the goodness scores if there was disagreement.
Goodness scores were assigned as follows: 0 for irrelevant, 1 for
somewhat relevant or relevant but not very important, and 2 – for
very relevant entries. To judge goodness of an entity, the evaluator
was asked to identify a Wikipedia page that was most relevant to the
entity, and use the contents of the page to guide the evaluation. We
also considered using a combination of metrics, e.g. coverage and
specificity, to evaluate the results. However, these metrics were designed with documents (or parts of documents) in mind, and it was
not clear how to apply them to entities and concepts.
We use four metrics to assess the performance of the ranking
methods: discounted cumulated gain (DCG) [24], normalized discounted cumulated gain (NDCG) [24], precision, and recall. All
metrics were applied at top-20. DCG is a cumulative metric that
weighs goodness scores by rank, penalizing entries that appear at
later ranks. NDCG is an average metric that normalizes each entry
in the DCG vector by the corresponding value in the ideal vector
(see below). We report DCG in addition to NDCG because it incorporates recall (a low-recall method may have a perfect NDCG
score, but it will not have a perfect DCG score). As suggested
in [24], we use log2 (rank) as the discount factor. For recall, we
consider an entry to be relevant to a query if at least one of the two
evaluators considered the entry relevant (goodness score ≥ 0.5).
Precision is calculated with respect to the ideal: we pool together
the relevant entries retrieved by all methods, order them by descending goodness scores, and calculate recall at top-20. Precision
of a ranking method is then calculated as recallmethod /recallideal .

5.2 Results and Discussion

Results of our experimental evaluation are summarized in figures 2 and 3. All methods that involve query-time reranking operate on the QueryResultGraph: a query-dependent subset of the
GeneralizedDataGraph. Each entry represents an average among
20 queries in our experiments. We view results obtained by queryindependent PageRank (PR entry in figure 3) as the base-line for
our experiments. Please note that NDCG, precision, and recall are
normalized, and that perfect DCG is 15.63 in our setting.
We make the following observations from these results.
• For the chosen queries, the set of highly-ranked entities consistently and significantly outperforms highly-ranked pages,

Method
PR
UTA-PR
UTA-HITS
EVA

DCG
4.14
2.90
2.62
7.61

NDCG
0.34
0.26
0.24
0.60

Recall
0.42
0.35
0.30
0.67

Precision
0.59
0.53
0.47
0.89

Figure 3: Ranking on Pages
according to all used metrics.
• EVA significantly outperforms other methods according to
all metrics with respect to highly-ranked pages.
• No conclusion can be drawn about the relative performance
of ranking methods with respect to entities. All methods produce high-quality results.
Wikipedia contains a significant number of hubs (list pages that
link to pages relevant to a topic) and super-authorities (e.g. country
and major city pages). Such pages attain high query-independent
PageRank scores, and appear in very high ranks in response to
most queries. So, for the query basketball on the Serbia slice,
query-independent PageRank returns the following pages in the
top-20: “1977”, “1990s”, “Greece”, and “Belgrade”. Re-ranking
on the combined page-entity graph with UTA leads to page matches
that still have high global authority, but are more focused on the
query: “List of athletes by nickname”, “August 2004 in sports”,
and even a high-quality match “Basketball at the 2004 Summer
Olympics (team squads)”. Re-ranking with EVA returns pages that
are very specific both to the query and to the slice: “Basketball
in Yugoslavia”, “Vlade Divac”, “Basketball World Championship”
and “National pastime”. Entity matches are even better, and include “Michael Jordan”, “LA Lakers”, “NBA”, “Madison Square
Garden”, “Belgrade Arena”, and “Predrag Danilovic”. The name
“Vlade Divac” was not recognized by GATE, and we miss out on an
entity that corresponds to this Serbian national hero in the top-20.
Our novel ranking technique, EVA, is not realizing its full potential when ranking on entities, most importantly because our current
extraction and mapping techniques do not allow us to include interentity edges into the QRG, limiting the flow of authority, particularly for entities. We plan to address this issue in future work.
The choice of relatively small thematic slices for our preliminary
experiments makes the size of the GeneralizedWebGraph more manageable, but confines us to working with only a small subset of the
ontology, limiting the recall of entity-based methods in some cases.
For example, the query "orthodox monastery" on the Serbia slice
was able to identify a single entity as a match – the monastery Hilandar. This happened because the ontology contained a limited
amount of information relevant both to the query and to the thematic slice. The situation was further aggravated by the fact that
the GATE/ANNIE Toolkit was not very successful when mining
foreign-language names, and so many InfoUnits that could have
been matched to relevant OntoGraph nodes went unnoticed.
We plan to enhance the recall of entity-based techniques by scaling up the experimental testbed, so as to be able to use a larger part
of the ontology for query processing. However, in a highly dynamic
environment such as the World Wide Web, content of pages constantly evolves, with new pages (and new entities/concepts) continually entering the picture. Building quality ontologies is nontrivial, and is bound to be reactive, i.e. happen after and in response
to content evolution. For this reason, it is particularly important to
not rely solely on entity-based methods, and to return page matches
if few high-quality entities match the query.
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data such as DBLP or Citeseer. Such settings have led to new forms
of ObjectRank, PopRank, or EntityRank measures [2, 3, 9, 11, 32].
ObjectRank [3] resembles our approach because it is also inspired
by HITS, but it does not address Web data at all. EntityRank [11]
addresses the ranking of entities extracted from Web pages, but
its focus is on frequency-based content strength and it does not
consider the graph structure of the Web and its embedded entities.
PopRank [32] is closest to our framework; it uses a “random object
finder” model on an object-relationship graph and combines this
with a prior popularity derived from pages’ PageRank values (the
latter is similar to our PIA method). Our approach is more powerful because we treat both pages and entities as first-class citizens
in ranking, and because we also consider ontological relationships
and confidence values from extraction and disambiguation.
Searching the Web at the finer and and semantically more expressive granularity of entities (Web objects) and their relationships,
instead of the coarser page granularity prevalent today, has been
pursued in different variants like faceted search, vertical search, object search, and entity-relationship search (e.g., [8, 10, 18, 25, 30,
32]. The approaches most closely related to our work are the Libra system [31, 32], the EntitySearch engine [11], and the ExDB
system [7]. All three systems extract entities and relations from
Web data and provide ranked retrieval. Libra uses a variety of techniques for ranking, including the PopRank model mentioned above
and a record-level statistical language model; the EntitySearch engine mostly relies on occurrence-frequency statistics; ExDB factors
extraction confidence values into its ranking but does not consider
any link information. None of these ranking models considers the
mutual authority propagation between entities and pages that we
exploit in our Generalized Data Graph.

In this paper we developed an entity-aware ranking framework,
and presented a novel ranking algorithm, EntityAuthority, that models the mutual reinforcement between pages and entities. We demonstrated how an ontology can be used for query processing in this
setting. We presented a prototype implementation of our system
and some preliminary experimental results that highlight the improvement in query result quality achieved by EntityAuthority, for
both pages and entities.
In the future we plan to extend our work in several directions.
We will work on adding inter-entity edges to the GeneralizedDataGraph in order to further enhance ranking on entities. We also plan
to extend our experimental testbed and conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of our methods, focusing both on query result
quality and on scalability of the framework.
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